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Investigation of the holistic body at the supra molecular level as a new direction in medicine
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Academy of Medical and Technical Sciences, Russia

The actual task of modern medicine is the early diagnosis of diseases, as well as monitoring the state of the exposed disease and 
the efficiency of drugs taken with a therapeutic purpose at the supra molecular level. The man is a complex nonlinear system 

consisting of a large number of different functional structures. Blood system, nervous, endocrine and pulse systems support the 
information balance in the body, modeling and compensating signaling effects on each other. The blood is an organ that instantly 
perceives and deposits information of all the processes of the holistic organism in the past, present and future at the supra molecular 
level simultaneously, that is a main unit of "blood system" which is available in the study and correction from birth to the last minutes 
of life. It has been established that cardiovascular, nervous and lymphatic systems, as well as formed blood elements are LEDs around 
which the evanescent (damped) waves are formed that are perpendicular to the external surface of the vessels, capillaries, nerve roots 
when being exposed by electromagnetic waves on any zone of skin surface, i.e., the holistic organism starts operating the mode of 
the “scanning tunnel microscope”. Therefore, the infrared spectroscopy of the total disturbed internal reflection when touching the 
infrared fiber of the skin surface is unique, not traumatic, requiring no special skin preparation is a "blood spectro biopsis" from the 
diagnostic zones and the zones of Ged-Zakharin on the skin surface of a living organism in a normal state, can diagnose the pathology 
of organs and systems at the atomic level with high accuracy, as well as identify early disease stages, intermediate states of developing 
pathology and their reduction. This is a new progressive trend in medicine.
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